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During the last entury, the importane of translation has inreased steadily. Most oun-
tries intensied their diplomati relations to other ountries, and organizations like the
United Nations or the European Community were reated. As a result, the amount of
written and spoken text, that has to be understood in more than one language, inreased
enormously. But translating is a very highly skilled job and the number of professional
translators was (and is) limited. So, and beause it is within human nature to try to
build mahines that failitate our daily work, eorts were put into the attempt to build a
mahine that is able to produe the needed translations automatially. That new researh
eld was alled Mahine Translation (MT).
Today, Mahine Translation is a very important topi  soially, politially, ommer-
ially, sientially and philosophially ([8℄, p.4).
MT is soially or politially important in ommunities where more than one language
is generally spoken, for example the European Community or the ountry Switzerland.
It would be possible, that all members agree on using one of the languages for general
ommuniation to save the translation expenditure, but then that language would beome
superior while the others would beome seond lass and may even disappear one day. But
the disappearane of a language often inludes the loss of a ertain ulture whih of ourse
has to be avoided. So you have to onlude, that translation is absolutely neessary for
ommuniation.
The ommerial importane of MT an be easily explained: For example, if an English
speaking person wants to buy a new video reorder and has the hoie between one with an
instrution written in English and one with an instrution written in Japanese, the deision
will be made in favour of the former, though the latter would possibly be the better devie.
So, if produers of tehnial devies want to be suessful at the world market, they will
have to oer the operating instrutions in several languages.
Mahine Translation is an obvious appliation and testing ground for Computer Siene,
Artiial Intelligene and Linguistis, whih explains its siential importane.
Last but not least, MT is philosophially important, beause it attempts to arry out
an ativity, that requires the full range of human knowledge, by a mahine. That means,
that
" ... the extent to whih one an automate translation is an indiation of the
extent to whih one an automate thinking." [8℄
In this paper, I will try to give an overall view over the eld of MT, inluding history,
theory, urrent researh and pratial examples using translation mahines.
Chapter 2 will inform the reader about the history of MT.
In hapter 3, the reader will get to know the basis of MT, beginning with an expla-
nation of the translation proess from the point of view of a omputer. It will further
introdue the ategories of MT, ategorized by the degree of automation within the trans-
lation proess, and the dierent arhitetures of urrent MT systems. Additionally, there
will be a presentation of the most important problems of automated translation.
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Evaluating translation mahines is espeially important for people, who atually want
to use suh a mahine and have to deide whih one to use. Chapter 4 will give theoretial
and pratial advie how to evaluate translation mahines and will show the evaluation
proess using two examples of online translation mahines. There will be also hints for
potential users of MT systems how to use them suessfully.
Finally, hapter 5 will try to draw onlusions from the text and to give an outlook on
urrent and future MT researh.
2 Historial Survey
This hapter will give you a brief survey of the history of MT, whih an be divided into
four dierent periods: Optimisti Beginnings (1933  1960), Disillusion (1960  1970),
the 70ies and Commerial Appliation (1980  today) [2℄. At the end of the hapter, the
dierent generations of translation mahines will be presented briey.
2.1 Optimisti Beginnings
The history of Mahine Translation already started in the early 30ies of the 20th entury.
In Frane and Russia, the rst mahine supported translation systems were developed 
independently from eah other  in 1933. Those systems mainly based on the ompari-
son of simple ditionaries and were able to translate only basi forms of words. But the
ahievement was still extremely remarkable, beause at that point of time, no one already
thought about omputers. In 1939, an improved version was developed by using photo-
eletri elements to realize the `memory' of the mahines. In 1942, the rst omputer 
the famous MARK I  was built at Harvard University, whih reated the ondition for
the further development of translation systems.
The beginnings of the researh eld `Mahine Translation' are dated in the years from
1946 to 1948. The main reason for that was the beginning of the Cold War, requiring the
translation of a large amount of news and information from Russian into English and the
other way round. So, the rst MT researh projets dealt with translations between those
two languages.
In 1948, a translation mahine was developed that for the rst time went beyond word-
by-word-translation and ontained a simple syntati analysis.
In those days, the expetations in MT were very high and the attitude towards already
known problems like semantial ambiguity was highly optimisti. It was even thought, that
ve to ten years later, it would be no problem to translate texts written by Shakespeare
automatially. As we will see, this opinion was of ourse muh too optimisti. Until today,
there is no existing MT system able to translate Shakespeare properly!
From 1952, it beame more learly, that it would be neessary to develop grammars
orresponding to the struture of dierent languages. So, at the rst MT onferene,
that took plae in 1952 at Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology (MIT), a model for an
`operational syntax' was worked out.
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In 1954, the today famous Georgetown Experiment took plae: the rst publi perfor-
mane of the ahievements of MT researh. In this experiment, 18 sentenes were fully
automatially translated from Russian into a very good English. But knowing that the
sentenes onsisted of a voabulary of only 250 words and ontained only 6 grammati-
al rules, this suess appears muh less marvelous than it was presented to the audiene.
Though, this presentation aused a real euphoria: the MT researh was strongly intensied
and highly supported by several gouvernments.
But with the intensied researh, the problems that ould not be easily solved, got more
and more learly, and a slight depression started to spread. Buhmann [9℄ ommentated
the behaviour of the early MT researhers like that:
"... perhaps the early MT researhers had tried to run before they ould walk
and had thus preprogrammed their fall, but [...℄ without their pioneering work,
linguistis, omputational linguistis and natural language proessing in general
would perhaps not be what they are today ..."
In my opinion, the seond `perhaps' in this statement should be deleted, beause as it an
be seen in almost every researh eld: a bit of over-enthusiasm is always very produtive
at the end, although it might rst ause a bit of depression.
2.2 Disillusion
In the 60ies, it slowly got obvious that the high expetations expressed ten years ago would
not be fullled very soon. Disillusion spread and sponsors dereased their investments in
MT researh. In 1964, a ommittee was founded to investigate the task, the state and
the future of MT. Three questions had to be answered to deide over the future of MT
researh:
1. Is there indeed a neessity to use MT?
2. Will it be possible to redue osts eetively and early by using MT?
3. Will it be possible to ahieve a performane improvement soon?
As the result of this investigation, in 1966, the so-alled ALPAC
1
report was published.
Its assessment of the state of Mahine Translation was shattering: There would be hardly
any neessity to use MT, too muh basi researh would be neessary to make MT heaper
than traditional translation, and it would not be ahieved any performane improvement.
The onsequene was a onsiderable dereasing in researh funds and interest in MT.
Nevertheless  and fortunately  the researh on the eld of MT never really stopped.
Espeially in Japan, the MT researh was hardly inuened by the ALPAC report, whih
put the ountry in the lead at that researh eld.
1
Automati Language Proessing Advisory Committee
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2.3 The 70ies
In the 70ies of the 20th entury, there was a revival of MT researh haraterized with
muh more realism. Now, the researhers no longer tried to build translation mahines
able to translate any text, but onentrated on spei texts like instrutions or tehnial
texts. They had also realized, that there had to be a strit separation between algorithm
and grammar in their translation systems, whih lead into a very intensive disussion about
the way how to implement grammatial and lexial information. On those onditions, a
new researh eld was born: Computer Linguistis, to try to solve the MT problems by
developing grammatial formalisms. In those years, aused by the revived researh and
the latest ndings, the foundations of most of today's ommerial MT systems were laid.
2.4 Commerial Appliation
Sine 1980, institutions and ompanies were needing automati help to manage the even
more inreasing translation amount. The new dependeny from world wide information
to be always up to date demanded a fast and easy way to translate texts between the
most dierent pairs of language. Therefore, MT nally was taken seriously and used
ommerially.
Espeially in Japan, MT researh was remarkably suessful and in 1989, Japanese
researhers published an `answer' to the ALPAC report. They orreted its muh too
negative assessment of MT and stated learly that the arguments against MT ould no
longer be maintained beause they had been disproved by pratie.
Today, MT systems are widely spread. At several onferenes  the most impor-
tant one is the so-alled MT Summit Conferene , developers, users and gouvernment
representatives regularly exhange the reent news in MT researh. [2℄, [1℄
Beause of the extensive studies done during the last deades, the limits of Mahine
Translation are now rather learly marked. There are still problems that annot be solved
yet by existing MT systems and it is still impossible to reate perfet translations of any
texts automatially. But if you know how to use MT systems, they are an extremely useful
help. I will disuss that point more intensively in hapter 4.
2.5 Generations of Translation Tehniques
Altogether, you an distinguish between four generations of translation proedures [1℄:
1. word-by-word-translation:
There is only a simple omparison of ditionaries and no syntati or semanti rules
are inluded.
2. partial inlusion of syntax:
This generation tried to integrate syntati rules to improve the quality of translation.
For that, the sentene struture was determined from the morphologial information
in ditionaries.
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3. total inlusion of syntax:
The next step was the introdution of separate rules for syntati analysis and syn-
thesis working independently from the ditionaries.
4. partial inlusion of semantis:
The fourth and highest developed generation ontains extra semanti rules to deal
with ambiguities and other semanti problems, whih will be desribed in the follow-
ing hapter.
3 Basis of Mahine Translation
In this hapter, the reader will get to know the basi knowledge to understand the MT
approah and the researh results at this eld. Reading this hapter will also be useful,
if you would like to use translation mahines by yourself atually. It will demonstrate the
basi priniples and problems neessary for understanding the pratial advie in hapter 4.
The hapter starts with an explanation of the proess of translation as it is done inside
a omputer. Afterwards, I will introdue the dierent tehniques of automati translation
distinguished by the degree of automation within the system, whih is followed by a short
introdution of the dierent arhitetural approahes for MT systems. Finally, the reader
will get to know the most interesting problems of MT, that  as I already mentioned in
hapter 2  still prevent MT systems from produing perfet translations.
3.1 The Translation Proess
When we translate sentenes or texts from one language into another, we hardly ever think
about the single steps of translation. We intuitively isolate the words of a sentene in the
rst language (sientially alled soure language), translate them separately into the
other language (target language) using our memory or several ditionaries, and ombine
them to a sentene that sounds `tting'.
Of ourse, a omputer is not able to think or even to use intuition. Therefore, translating
has to be desribed as a ertain deterministi
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proess, so that a omputer an understand
what is to be done. Figure 1 shows the model of the translation proess as it is implemented
in most MT systems today [1℄.
The basi unit of automati translation is the sentene. So, the rst task for a omputer
is to divide the given text (in soure language) into sentenes. This step is alled text
formatting and is more ompliated as it seems to be at rst sight, beause not eah full
stop followed by a spae marks the end of a sentene. Additionally, the omputer often
sorts the words of a separated sentene alphabetially, sine it is muh easier and faster to
look up the words this way.
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Figure 1: The Translation Proess
The next step in the translation proess is the ditionary searh. Eah word of a sen-
tene is now looked up in a ertain ditionary and the orresponding translation is stored.
It is possible, that there is not only one ditionary used, but several dierent like a main
ditionary (ontaining all main lexial words: nouns, verbs, adjetives and adverbs), a high
frequeny ditionary (ontaining frequently used grammatial words: artiles, pronouns,
prepositions and so on) and sometimes also an idiomati ditionary.
The following three steps are the atual translation. First, an analysis of the sentene in
soure language is made. The limits of main and subordinate lauses have to be reognized,
and the syntatial relations between the single words have to be found out. This is done
by an implemented rule system, alled parsing programme. Seond, the transfer proess
assigns the target language ditionary entries to the words of the soure text (as far as
that ould not be done within the ditionary searh) using information about the ontext
of the words. And third, the morphologial and syntatial building of the target sentene
aording to the rules of the target language grammar, is alled synthesis. [1℄
The problem is, that the omplex proess of human translation is very hard to desribe
and impossible to press into the sheme of an algorithm. People onlude the meaning
of a word not only from the information given in the sentene, but also from information
about the whole ontext and from their own `knowledge of the world'. Sine a omputer
traditionally has no suh world knowledge and only limited possibilities to draw onlusions
from the ontext, the automati translations annot be expeted to be perfet. However,
today, there are approahes to implement a ertain knowledge of the world into a omputer.
I will disuss this topi later in more detail.
3.2 Degree of Automation
Of ourse, automati translation does not mean that the translation is done ompletely
by the mahine. Dierent MT systems an be distinguished by the degree of automation
within the translation proess.
"The degree of automation expresses the relative ontribution of the mahine
and the human translator to the translation proess." [4℄
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There are three dierent types of automati translation shown in gure 2 [3℄. The degree









Figure 2: MT systems, ategorized by the degree of automation
3.2.1 Mahine-Aided Human Translation
The human translator ontrols the translation proess. The translation is done mostly
by himself, but he an ask the mahine for help if needed. The mahine's part is to
translate single words or word groups (mostly ditionary searh), to make suggestions e.g.
for synomyms or to translate a speial part of the text, if the translator demands it. The
human intervention takes plae before and during the translation proess.
3.2.2 Human-Aided Mahine Translation
The translation proess is ontrolled by the mahine. It only asks the human translator for
help, if it is not sure whih translation will be orret (for example onerning ambiguities).
The human assistane takes plae during the translation proess.
3.2.3 Fully Automati Mahine Translation
The mahine ontrols the translation proess ompletely. There is no human intervention
between the input of the soure text and the nal raw mahine output of the translated
text. Of ourse, there might be the neessity to have the output revised by a human
translator, but this intervention takes plae after the atual mahine translation.
3.3 Arhitetures of MT Systems
There are several dierent ways of designing and building MT systems. They an be
summarized in two general arhiteture paradigms
3
: The rule-based paradigm and the
data-oriented paradigm. The basi funtionality of the former is represented by formal
rules. The latter deals with statistial methods: Coherenes are derived from huge amounts
of data. [3℄
3
approah, way to solve a problem
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3.3.1 Rule-Based Paradigm
Conerning the rule-based paradigm, you an distinguish between three translation strate-
gies: diret translation, transfer approah and interlingua approah.
Diret translation means, that the soure text input is diretly transformed into the
target text output. First, the syntati struture of the input is simplied as far as possible;
seond, eah word is translated using a bilingual ditionary; and third, the word order is
adapted to the rules of the target language. The disadvantage is, that this system is very
hard to extend or to adapt to new requirements. In addition, the transformation rules are
always speied for a single language pair and the system is therefore diult to overlook.
At the transfer approah, the soure input is transformed within an analysis step in-
to an abstrat, but still depending on the soure language, struture. This struture is
now onneted with a struture in target language by using bilingual rules, based on a
omparative grammar. The synthesis step reates from this seond struture the target
output.
The interlingua approah transforms the input diretly into a struture free of all
rules from spei languages. From this struture  the interlingua representation ,
the output is reated diretly. The advantage is, that extensions are possible with muh
less eort. But there is of ourse the problem to nd a representation that is ompletely
independent from spei languages.
The relations between these three translation strategies are shown in gure 3.
















Figure 3: Strategies of Rule-Based Translation
3.3.2 Data-Oriented Paradigm
MT systems using the data-oriented paradigm an also be further divided: into statistial
MT and example-based MT.
The basi idea of statistial MT is, that eah sentene in one language is a possible
translation of a sentene in another language. So, to eah sentene pair (S,T) (S = sentene
in soure language, T = sentene in target language), a probability P(T/S) is assigned. P
is the probability, that a translator will produe T as a translation for S. This approah is
very attrative beause there is no modelling of linguisti knowledge needed.
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Example-based MT reates on the basis of translations produed in the past new ones
by using analogous qualities. A so-alled knowledge base ontains translation pairs serving
as examples. During a translation, the MT system searhes in the knowledge base for
examples similar to the sentene that has to be translated. If the sentene itself is not found,
the system reates a translation by a ombination of found similar examples. Problems of
this approah are the denition of the term similarity and a high proessing time.
All data-oriented approahes have one problem in ommon: If the information needed
for a translation is not inluded in the data base, no adequate translation an be produed.
Current researh deals with the promising approah to ombine data-oriented approahes
with rule-based strategies.
3.4 Translation Problems
I mentioned in hapter 1, that there are still translation problems that annot be solved
satisfyingly by translation mahines. To understand these problems and why they are
existing, I will now present some of them in detail. [1℄, [8℄
Translation mahines often get onfused by very ompliated grammatial stru-
tures. That is aused by the property of language, that the number of sentenes in a
language is unlimited. Of ourse there are basi rules for the grammatial struture of
sentenes, but it is always possible to ombine and involve them multiply.
Another group of translation problems is aused by several liguisti phenomena,
that an be summarized by the generi term ambiguities. Ambiguity in general means,
that a word has got more than one meaning. There are several types of those linguisti
phenomena:
Polysemy: Polysems are several words with exatly the same spelling. Examples are
"sreen", that an mean "Bildshirm" or "tarnen" et. in German, and "lead" with
meanings like "Blei" and "führen".
Homonymy: Homonyms are words with one form and several meanings. They are divided
into Homophones (one pronuniation  several words, like "write" and "right") and
Homographs (one spelling  several meanings, like "free" that an mean "frei",
"unabhängig", "kostenlos", ... in German). Translation mahines of ourse have
only problems with translating Homographs.
Syntati Ambiguity: Sentenes, whose struture is not lear, are syntatially ambigu-
ous. For example, the sentene "Flying planes an be dangerous." an be interpreted
in two dierent ways: "(Flying planes) an be dangerous." (Planes, that are able to
y, are dangerous.) and "(Flying) (planes) an be dangerous." (It is dangerous to y
(by) a plane.) The MT system has to deide, whih version will be the more probable
interpretation.
Referential Ambiguity: Sometimes, words like personal pronouns refer to objets intro-
dued in a previous sentene. E.g. the sentenes "I miss my at. It has disappeared."
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are to be translated. The "it" in the seond sentene of ourse refers to the "at" in
the rst sentene. The system has to realize that and translate "it" into "sie" and
not into "es". But there are still translation mahines that are not able to deal with
sentene spreading referenes.
Fuzzy Hedges: These are vague expressions like "in a sense" or "irgendwie". They are
always diult to translate beause they are dependent on the language.
Other problem ases are produed by the produtivity of language: The users of a
language invent new words all the time. Examples are word reations like "brunh" or
"edutainment". It is therefore possible that suh new words are not yet in the ditionary
of a translation mahine.
The last group of problemati words I want to mention are idiomati expressions.
Like Fuzzy Hedges, they are language-dependent and very hard to translate. A simple
word-by-word-translation will be nearly always wrong. For example, the German word-by-
word-translation of the proverb "Birds of a feather ok together" has nothing in ommon
with the orret German orrespondane "Gleih und gleih gesellt sih gern." The only
possibility for translation mahines to translate these expressions orretly is the use of an
idiomati ditionary.
4 Evaluating MT Systems
This hapter is dediated to give some pratial guideline to users who want to use trans-
lation mahines for their own needs. I proeed from the assumption, that the user has the
possibility to aess one or more translation mahines and now has to deide, whether to
use it or not, whih one to use or to whih degree he should use it.
First, I will introdue the general methodology of evaluating MT systems. Afterwards,
I will arry out an evaluation of two easily aessible translation mahines. And nally, I
will summarize the gained experienes and give pratial hints for using MT systems.
4.1 Theoretial Approah
"... it is diult if not impossible to set up ways of evaluating any translation,
whether produed by a human or by a mahine ..." [5℄
Nevertheless, a huge number of papers and books deals with the way how to evaluate MT
systems best. I will onentrate on some general information and pratial advie and
leave out most of the theoretial bakground, beause it is not very interesting for a user
who wants to use MT privately. Otherwise it would go beyond the sope of this paper,
too.
There are three dierent types of MT system evaluation [5℄:
 The purpose of adequay evaluation is to judge whether a system adequately fullls
a set of spei needs.
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 Progress evaluation is used to judge whether a system has made progress towards
some desired goal state of the same system.
 Diagnosti evaluation serves as a tool to nd out where a system fails and why.
Evaluation of MT systems an also be done by dierent people with dierent aims [4℄:
 The user evaluates a system to nd out, whether and to whih degree he an use it.
 The developer evaluates his system to nd out whether it satises its speiation
and to make error-orretions.
 The manager evaluates a system to nd out whether its proportion of ost, time and
benet is satisfying for the needs of his ompany.
So, a lot of fators of MT systems an be evaluated: ost, time, quality, improvability,
extendability, faility, ...
In the following, I will only deal with adequay evaluation arried out by a user. The
fators he is interested in are quality and  to a minor degree  ost and time.
The evaluation proess an be separated into three stages:
1. the quality requirement denition: speifying a set of stated or implied needs
2. the evaluation preparation: seletion of appropriate metris, a rating level denition
and the denition of assessment riteria
3. the evaluation proedure: measurement, rating and assessment
First of all, the user has to get a lear idea of its needs: Whih kinds of texts have to be
translated? How long are these texts? Do they ontain spei terms? Whih level of
quality should be ahieved? Where are the limits of time and money that ould be spent?
Seond, the user has to reate a set of test sentenes. These sentenes should be extrated
from typial texts (whih are to be translated) and represent ertain linguisti phenomena.
The user also has to dene a rating level and a way to assess the translation results. Third,
the evaluation an be arried out: Eah of the test sentenes are fed into the system and
the results are stored. Then, the results are assessed by using the dened rating levels.
The last step of the evaluation is to ompare the results with the dened needs and to
deide whether to use the system or not or how/to whih degree to use it.
4.2 Evaluation: A Pratial Example
My example will be very simple and restrited, but it will help to understand the main
idea behind and the proess of evaluating MT systems.
The user is a student of Computer Siene. He is an English speaker and wants to
write emails to friends in Germany (I hose this language ombination beause it is easier
for me and my readers to judge about the quality of a German translation.). If possible,
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he also would like to translate several papers from his studies into German. The quality
of the translation should be rather good, but smaller mistakes will be forgivable in emails.
The texts are mostly short (up to two pages) and ontain daily language as well as speial
Computer Siene terms.
The student has the possibility to use two dierent translation mahines, Systran [11℄
and Elingo [12℄, that are both freely aessible at the World Wide Web. He will evaluate
both omparingly to deide whih to use and to whih degree.
The test set ontains hosen sentenes from three ategories: grammar, linguisti phe-
nomena and Computer Siene: The grammar test sentenes shall show whether the trans-
lation mahine is able to deal with aspets of grammar, the sentenes with linguisti phe-
nomena ontain several phenomena mentioned in the last hapter, and the sentenes of
the third ategory ontain terms of Computer Siene that might be inluded in emails
exhanged between students of Computer Siene. The test set is listed below. The word
or phrase, whose translation is to be examined with the sentene, is typed in italis.
1. grammar
(a) tenses
 I go home.
 I am going home.
 I went home.
 I was going home.
 I have gone home.
 I had gone home.
 I will go home.
(b) gender
 The at purred.
 The house is big.
 The upboard is blak.
() mood
 It would be nie to be there.
 Go and hek the time!
(d) voie
 The polieman arrested the thief.
 The thief was arrested by the polieman.
(e) typial English ontrutions
 I have had the ar repaired.
(f) more omplex sentenes
 I'd like to hear more about the new book written by Ken Follett.
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 She wants me to ome to her party tonight, but I think I should rather stay at
home and work for my exam.
2. linguisti phenomena
(a) polysemy
 I got free tikets for the show.
 They set him free.
(b) homonymy
 I sreened myself to esape.
 I like working at a sreen.
() syntati ambiguity
 Flying planes an be dangerous.
(d) referential ambiguity
 I miss my at. It has disappeared.
3. Computer Siene terms
 You should use Seure Shell instead of Telnet.
 I reently heard a leture about routers and swithes.
 C is my favourite programming language.
This test set is of ourse very limited and should be longer for a real evaluation. But
it will be suient for this example.
The rating sale I will use is a very simple one. It ontains no more than three elements:
"+", "" and " ". Rating a translation by "+" means, that it is entirely orret and
aeptable. "" an either mean that the word/phrase in italis (see above), whih was
the reason for using this sentene as a test sentene, has not been translated orretly but
the sentene is still aeptable, or that the ertain word has been translated orretly but
the rest of the sentene is not orret. " " marks an inaeptable translation.
The results of the evaluation of both translation mahines and their assessment are
listed in the following table:
Test Sentene Translation by Systran Ra-
ting
Translation by Elingo Ra-
ting
I go home. Ih gehe nah Hause. + Ih gehe nah Hause. +
I am going home. Ih gehe nah Hause. + Ih gehe nah Hause. +
I went home. Ih ging nah Hause. + Ih ging nah Hause. +
I was going home. Ih ging nah Hause. + Ih ging nah Hause. +
I have gone home. Ih bin nah Hause gegan-
gen.




I had gone home. Ih war nah Hause gegan-
gen.
+ Ih war nah Hause gegan-
gen.
+
I will go home. Ih gehe nah Hause.  Ih werde nah Hause
gehen.
+
The at purred. Die Katze purred.  Die Katze shnurrte. +
The house is big. Das Haus ist groÿ. + Das Haus ist groÿ. +
The upboard is blak. Der Shrank ist shwarz. + Der Shrank ist shwarz. +
It would be nie to be
there.
Dort zu sein würde sein
nett.
  Es wäre nett, dort zu sein. +
Go and hek the time! Gehen Sie die Zeit über-
prüfen!





Der Polizist hielt den Dieb
fest.
+ Der Polizist verhaftete den
Dieb.
+
The thief was arrested
by the polieman.
Der Dieb wurde vom
Polizisten festgehalten.
+ Der Dieb wurde vom
Polizisten verhaftet.
+
I have had the ar re-
paired.
Ih habe das Auto repari-
eren lassen.
+ Ih habe das Auto repari-
eren gelassen.
 
I'd like to hear more
about the new book
written by Ken Follett.
Ih möhte mehr über das
neue Buh hören, das von
Ken Follett geshrieben
wurde.
+ Ih hörte gern mehr




She wants me to ome
to her party tonight,
but I think I should
rather stay at home
and work for my exam.
Sie wünsht mih zu ihrem
Beteiligten heute abend
kommen, aber ih denke,
daÿ ih eher zu Hause
bleiben und für meine Prü-
fung arbeiten sollte.
  Sie will, daÿ ih heute
abend zu ihrer Partei
komme, aber ih glaube,
daÿ ih lieber zu Hause




I got free tikets for the
show.
Ih erhielt freie Karten für
das Ersheinen.
  Ih besorgte freie Karten
für die Show.

They set him free. Sie stellten ihn frei ein.   Sie setzten ihn frei. 
I sreened myself to es-
ape.
Ih rasterte mih, um zu
entgehen.
  Ih verdekte mih, um zu
entkommen.

I like working at a
sreen.
Ih mag an einem Bild-
shirm arbeiten.
 Es maht mir Spaÿ, bei
einem Bildshirm zu ar-
beiten.





  Das Fliegen von Flugzeu-
gen kann gefährlih sein.
+
I miss my at. It has
disappeared.
Ih vermisse meine Katze.
Sie ist vershwunden.




You should use Seure
Shell instead of Telnet.
Sie sollten siheres
Shell anstelle von telnet
benutzen.




I reently heard a le-
ture about routers and
swithes.
Ih hörte vor kurzem einen
Vortrag über Fräser und
Shalter.




C is my favourite pro-
gramming language.
C ist meine Programmier-
sprahe des Lieblings.
 C ist meine favourite-
Programmiersprahe.

The rst translation mahine, Systran, ahieved 13 times "+", 5 times "" and 8 times
" ". That means, that 50% of the translations are orret and 70% are aeptable.
The seond translation mahine, Elingo, ahieved 15 times "+", 6 times "" and 5
times " ". That means, that 58% of the translations are orret and 77% are aeptable.
Comparing these results, the deision for one of the translation mahines is easy: The
student will use Elingo for his translations. But he still has to hek, whether this mahine
fullls his requirements.
The grammatial part of the test sentenes was translated mostly orret. The few
mistakes will be forgiven by his friends, the addressees of the emails. The same is true
for the seond part, linguisti phenomena. But the translation mistakes onerning the
Computer Siene terms are not aeptable. On the other hand, it will be no problem for a
student of Computer Siene to look over again the translated emails and orret wrongly
translated Computer Siene terms.
The student's nal deision would be to use the Elingo translation mahine for his
emails, but work it over afterwards to orret the obvious mistakes. He would not use any
of the translation mahines for translating his papers, beause the quality is not suient
for that.
4.3 Advie for Pratial Usage of MT
As I already mentioned in the previous hapters  and it was prooved by the example
evaluation in this hapter , today's translation mahines are still unable to produe
entirely aeptable or even perfet translations. Everyone who needs translations of a good
quality has to do the translation by himself or has to revise the output of the translation
mahine.
But it is possible to redue the revision work, although it auses a bit of extra work
before the automati translation proess. All you have to do is to keep a few hints or rules
in mind while you are writing a text that should be translated afterwards:
 Keep your sentenes as short as possible. The examples have shown, that the trans-
lation of shorter sentenes is muh better than that of longer sentenes.
 Make sure that your sentenes are grammatially orret and try to avoid very om-
pliated grammatial onstrutions. The probability of translation mistakes rises
with the inreasing grammatial omplexity of a sentene.
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 Omit redundant words like "well", "denn" (in "Wie geht es Dir denn?").
 Try not to use words with more than one meaning (polysems and homographs).
 Avoid using idiomati onstrutions like proverbs. Their expression in another lan-
guage is hardly ever the word-by-word-translation.
 Use only tehnial and sienti terms that are well established. If you have to use a
lot of spei terms, arefully hek the output for their translation and retranslate
them, if neessary. It ould be wise to use only apital intial letters for terms, sine
translation may reognize them as proper names and will not translate them. But
that depends on the implementation of the ertain translation mahine.
5 Conlusion
The previous hapters have shown that the possibilities of translation mahines are still
restrited. There is still no MT system that is able to produe translation of the same
quality as a translation produed by a human translator.
The reason for that is, that the proess of human translation is so omplex that it
annot be pressed ompletely into a linguisti sheme. The only way to produe automati
translations as perfet as human ones is to reate a mahine that is able to think like a
human being.
"... only a system that `understands' the input text in depth an be expeted
to produe good translations." [10℄
Creating `thinking' mahines is the intention of Artiial Intelligene, a researh eld of
Computer Siene. There should be two approahes mentioned: Expert Systems and
Neural Networks.
The basis of Expert Systems is the so-alled knowledge base that ontains the knowledge
about the world of several human experts. This knowledge is internally represented by
formal logi. Using a human-like onlusion system, Expert Systems an onlude from
given sentenes to their world ontext and so hoose the orret translation. [6℄, [7℄
Neural Networks try to simulate the proess inside and between the nerve ells of the
human brain on the omputer. A ell of a Neural Network represents a human nerve ell
and the whole network an be trained to work like a human brain. Sine those networks
are able to learn by themselves, they are very useful for proesses like translation, where
human thinking is neessary.
Both approahes are urrent researh topis: they are very promising, but not yet
implemented into a real ommerial translation system.
Finally, we an say, that existing translation mahines are useful for everybody, if you
know their limits and do not trust them blindly. And probably in several years, with the
help of Artiial Intelligene, there will be translation mahines that are able to think and
an therefore produe translations of human quality.
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